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Noribachi Announces New Ultra Bright Dlc Additions; Gains 
Rank To Become 5Th Largest Contributor To Dlc’s Qualified 
Product List 
 
July 18, Los Angeles, CA

Noribachi, a premier US based LED lighting engineering house, announces 
the addition of over 100 ultra bright LED light engines to the Design Lights 
Consortium’s (DLC) Qualified Products List (QPL) for solid-state lighting.

An expansive listing on the DLC’s QPL, encompassing Noribachi’s LED 
light engines containing 18 to 144 LEDs, has already secured Noribachi a 
place in the top 4% of solid-state lighting manufacturers qualified by DLC. 
With the addition of more than 100 new products, specifically ultra bright 
solutions with 145 to 252 LEDs, Noribachi becomes the 5th ranked LED 
manufacturer in terms of DLC qualified products. 

Expanding Noribachi product presence on the DLC continues to make 
it easier for Noribachi customers to take advantage of utility rebates. 
Noribachi partners who install DLC qualified products have an almost 
80% success rate with receiving significant rebates from their local utilities. 
Noribachi’s sales executives are well versed in current and pending rebate 
programs, helping customers gain immediate payback for investing in 
cutting-edge energy efficient illumination. 

With Noribachi’s complete standard range of products now qualified, 
Noribachi partners will have more flexibility than ever in selecting a 
Noribachi solution that will effectively pay for itself through incentive 
programs around the country.

In the rapidly growing and changing LED industry the Design Lights 
Consortium’s rigorous qualification process is a mark of distinction, 
acting as a guarantee for lighting customers that each qualified product 
is maximally efficient, well-constructed, and exceeds traditional testing 
standards. Noribachi’s recent additions demonstrate a continuing 
commitment to excellence in both product design and performance. With 
industry leading light engines trusted by end-users and professional lighting 
manufacturers alike,  Noribachi makes it easy and affordable for customers 
to switch to LED illumination, for every imaginable application.

LED Prix 2.0 Noribachi LED lighting

A Noribachi light engine, 
constructed of modular 
lightboards,  visible inside 
a fixture.
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ABOUT NORIBACHI: 
 
Noribachi is a premier US-based LED lighting engineering firm. Noribachi is 
dedicated to principles of efficient use of energy through LEDs, solar power, 
and sophisticated control systems.
 
Noribachi embraces the idea of artisan manufacturing with products crafted 
of premium components and hand assembled in Noribachi’s Los Angeles, 
CA manufacturing headquarters.  Noribachi marries traditional insistance on 
quality with the lighting technology of the future in designs that emphasize 
engineering rigor and attention to minute details.  
 
Noribachi’s modular light engines provide scalable solutions to convert 
any existing luminaire to LED, via either retrofit or new fixture integration. 
Noribachi’s  industry leading technology incorporates the highest quality, 
highest lumen LEDs with custom designed lightboards, drivers and heat 
sinks for exceptional performance.
 
Independently tested by Intertek and fully certified, Noribachi’s LED 
products have passed the most demanding test of all: customer satisfaction. 
With over 4,000 completed projects – including world class hotels and 
luxury automobile dealerships – representing a diverse variety of markets 
across the US and internationally, Noribachi drives the lighting industry 
forward, defining trends with passionate devotion to integrity, quality, and 
design.
 
Noribachi is a privately held company with offices in Los Angeles, CA and 
Albuquerque, NM. For more information please visit noribachi.com.
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